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SEMS Technologies is a developer of intelligent 

embedded systems for IoT environment with the first 

released innovative “People Traffic Management” 

solution – SEMSEYE.

The “People Traffic Management” solution is provided  as 

unique business model - “Counting as a service”  (IaaS & 

SaaS).

SEMS Technologies delivers you MLA (Mobile Location 

analytics) based on Internet connected SEMSEYE devices 

installed at your premises (IaaS) enabling retailers, real 

estate owners (such as Shopping Malls, Airports, Bus and 

Train stations) to track and analyze consumers’ behavior 

and proactively support on decision-making processes 

throughout their stores and/or public areas via their 

interactive stands, mobiles, pcs and tablets and then 

deliver  Cloud based analytics and reports based on 

context such as weather forecasts, marketing 

campaigns, loyalty or social programs.



SHOPPING CENTERS, 
AIRPORTS, HOSPITALS,

MUSEUMS

OTHER COMMERCIAL AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS BUSINESS NEEDS FOR RETAILERS

Up to nowadays owners of “physical retail” or any other 

real estate developers/owners have operated blindly, 

unable precisely on hourly or minutes bases to tell where 

their shoppers, clients, visitors go, what they do, how 

frequent they come back, do they ever come back, how 

long they spend at their premises or which path or

People traffic management solution - 

counting as service (IaaS & SaaS)

SEMS Technologies counting services consist of 

3 major components:

Smart counting devices for people traffic 

counting (Manufactured by SEMS Technologies)

Cloud Server - a data center based on cloud 

computing

Big Data Services (predictive analytics and 

reporting)

Why Telco’s & SEMS Technologies

synergy?

TELCO provides IaaS & SaaS for the end users 

on monthly subscriptions bases or lease.

 

SEMS produces & sells smart devices for Telcos 

(OEM) and provides franchise  for Cloud Big 

data services. 

Footfall  analytics  opens  up  new  era  of  understanding 

client behavior and creates the potentials for real estate 

assets  owners/developers  in  a  way  that  was  never 

possible earlier before.   For  example  such  analytics  – 

can support  on  leasing  decisions  (what's  the  

optimum placement  for  special  brand  shop  to  

SEMS ARCHITECTURTE

SEMS BUSINESS MODEL

shortcut they take once they park their vehicles. This 

makes "unequal" competition compared to online 

retailers– for them its daily operation to monitor and to 

know about all the visitors' behavior details and 

customer experience. 

generate  traffic  and sales?), capital expenditure (is 

investing in refurbishing a cold-spot going to transform 

into hot spot?), marketing (how effective was the 

campaign, event or exposition?),  services  and security 

(to serve and clean on real not “contractual” demand). 

Estimate average visitor 
and client basket size

Evaluate other effects
such as weather

impact on visitors stream Understand how many
people use each
entrance, escalator

Optimize
opening/working
hours

Measure marketing
effectiveness

Measure
attractiveness of
objects or zones 

Count
conversion rate

Estimate average
visitor and client
basket size

Evaluate other effects
such as weather
impact on visitors stream

Understand how many 
people use each entrance,
escalator

Optimize opening/
working hours

Optimize salesmen
and other staff schedules

Plan cleaning or other services
based on actual people flow, 
not passed historical experience

Predict future 
visitor flows 

and incomes

Compare attendance
of several owned objects

Find out and promote
best performing stores

Staff seperation 
from visitors
statistic

Plan cleaning or other services
based on actual people flow, 
not passed historical experience

Measure visitor flows of
separate retail branches

Set the optimum rent price for each
area according to people flow

Measure attractiveness
of objects or zones 

Predict future 
visitor flows
and incomes

Optimize security
and other staff

schedules

Provide accurate
attendance statistics

to tenants

Compare attendance
of several 

owned objects

Enable smart metering
according to visitor flows

Create accurate
reports for
accountance 

CLOUD
PLATFORM
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